
A)   The distance covered and the time taken are given. Find the speed.

C)   Find the speed and complete the table. 

Speed

Time

Distance

20 hours 6 hours18 hours

5,436 miles

B)
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Name :

Speed
L1S3

Distance = 64 miles, Time = 4 hours1)

Speed = 

Distance = 336 miles, Time = 12 hours2)

Speed = 

Distance = 2,835 miles, Time = 15 hours3)

Speed = 

Distance = 13 miles, Time = 10 hours4)

Speed = 

1)

b) c) d)

If it takes 21 hours to cover 945 miles, how much is the speed?

a)

2)

b) c) d)

At what speed should one travel to cover 60 miles in 24 hours?

a)

9 mph 966 mph 45 mph4.5 mph

12 mph 2.5 mph 8 mph180 mph
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A)   The distance covered and the time taken are given. Find the speed.

C)   Find the speed and complete the table. 

Speed

Time

Distance

271.8 mph

20 hours

906 mph

6 hours

302 mph

18 hours

5,436 miles

B)
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Name : Answer Key

Speed L1S3

Distance = 64 miles, Time = 4 hours1)

16 mphSpeed = 

Distance = 336 miles, Time = 12 hours2)

28 mphSpeed = 

Distance = 2,835 miles, Time = 15 hours3)

189 mphSpeed = 

Distance = 13 miles, Time = 10 hours4)

1.3 mphSpeed = 

1)

b) c) d)

If it takes 21 hours to cover 945 miles, how much is the speed?

a)

2)

b) c) d)

At what speed should one travel to cover 60 miles in 24 hours?

a)

9 mph 966 mph 45 mph4.5 mph

12 mph 2.5 mph 8 mph180 mph
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